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RESILEX®, the new castor for handling
The types of surfaces, the environment, the conditions of use, the supported loads…
GUITEL, castor manufacturer since 1918, revises its best-seller with a whole new made-in-France assortment, an
updated design and above all, an innovative tyre endowed of an improved resilience.
Made in France: guarantee of quality
A tested know-how, a unique manufacturing quality, tyre, injection, component assembly, everything is produced in
France.
The full control of the manufacturing process allows to promptly meet the materials handling and logistics
professionals’ needs.
The major novelties of the RESILEX® castor






A ultra-elastic rubber tyre ensures a better resilience allowing the castor to retrieve its original shape
following the unloading and to adapt itself to uneven surfaces,
The more flexible rubber guarantees a lower noise level and more fluidity when passing over any obstacle,
The top-dog ball bearing hub reduces starting forces and offers a smooth maneuverability,
Its protective wheel guard prevents from the accumulation of dirt around the wheel axis,
A reinforced mounting device enables a load capacity per castor between 200kg and 400kg depending on
the castor’s diameter.
Some advantages for the user and the maintenance department

An extended life span, reduced maintenance costs, a 5-year-guaranteed unseatable tyre.
Available in the following diameters (mm): 100, 125, 160 and 200, the RESILEX® casters are perfectly suitable for
flight cases, office and workshop handling trolleys, scaffoldings… Last but not least, the new RESILEX® castor’s
specificities safeguard the user from risks of musculoskeletal conditions.
Find out more on: www.wheel-resilex.com
About Guitel France: manufacturer and supplier of a wide range of castors and handling equipment for load capacities between
20kg and 5,000kg, Guitel France offers solutions ensuring the best rolling comfort according to the operating environment and
industrial needs.
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